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Introduction- 

Anthony Cirone’s Portraits in Rhythm and Keith Aleo’s Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum are two 

snare drum etude books used frequently throughout the United States, particularly as assigned material 

in applied percussion lessons.  Cirone’s book has stood the test of time being in publication for over 

three decades, and according to John Beck, Aleo’s text “is worthy of a place next to the best of the snare 

drum etude books” (Aleo).  Both texts are set up in very similar ways and to a great extend serve similar 

purposes.   Each contains a collection of short, advanced etudes for “concert” style snare drum and 

place a heavy emphasis on musicality, phrasing, and form.  Further, the main objective of each of these 

texts is to approach snare drum from beyond a purely technical standpoint and explore more advanced 

musical concepts. 

It is because of this objective that both of these books are particularly effective in applied study 

at the advanced high school and early collegiate levels.  It is at this stage of matriculation that students 

have developed the musical and technical maturity to think beyond the basics and study snare drum at a 

higher level.  Even so, students are at various levels of proficiency, necessitating a different approach 

and different assigned materials that address each student’s individual needs.  As a result, dozens of 

snare drum method books, etude collections, and courses of study have been created in the hope that 

material provided will serve as an appropriate beginning for each young percussionist.  Assessing all of 

the published literature for snare drum is beyond the scope of this study.  However, a detailed 

assessment of the Cirone and Aleo texts and how they meet the educational needs of percussion 

students is the primary purpose of this examination.   

The assessment will essentially be setup in four parts.  The first two will be an individual analysis 

of each text.  The third part will compare and contrast each book, as well as discuss how they might 
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complement one another if used simultaneously.  The final portion will be an appendix, including a 

systematic assessment of each individual etude in Aleo’s Advanced Snare Drum Studies, addressing goals 

and primary musical concepts emphasized in each etude.  Anthony Cirone provides extremely detailed 

analysis of each etude in Portraits in Rhythm, consequently it will not be necessary to include a 

systematic assessment. 

Importance of Study- 

One of the primary reasons this study is important is the emphasis that percussion educators 

place on snare drum, especially in a student’s formative years.  According to a study by Ron Fink, more 

teachers “emphasize” snare drum in the first two semesters of study than any other percussion 

instrument taught (32).    In Teaching Total Percussion, Ken Mueller states that “traditionally, snare 

drum has been the foundation in the training of most percussionists” (83).  Paul Buyer goes as far as to 

call the snare drum the “nucleus of percussion education” (50).   Though these statements are a matter 

of opinion, as the diverse demands placed on contemporary percussionists continue to grow, there is 

still some truth to the above statements, as there is a valid argument to be made about the pedagogical 

benefits of thorough snare drum instruction in early college years.  A strong foundation in snare drum 

allows for concepts such as sound quality, phrasing, and other types of interpretation to be taught 

without the additional concerns of note accuracy, intonation, and/or multiple levels of coordination (as 

is the case with keyboard, timpani, and drumset, respectively).  Snare drum pedagogy, by design, allows 

one to teach the process of making musical and percussive sounds by focusing solely on the stroke and 

approach to it.  Isolating these concepts on snare drum allows for a refined development of essential 

stroke skills, which can then be transferred to other instruments, helping to promote total percussion 

education.  
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On a more specific level, the type of training and level of experience percussionists have on 

snare drum is wildly diverse, especially when entering into their first years of college study.  It is for this 

reason that an instructor must have a diverse array of resources from which to draw.  “It is important to 

note that each student is different,” states Dr. Larry Snider with regard to college snare drum pedagogy 

(48).  “Just as there is a melding of styles, there is a melding of students’ needs and goals, in addition to 

a solid curriculum of techniques” (48).  This statement concisely addresses one of the primary objectives 

of this study.  With so many types of students entering music degree programs, snare drum curricula 

must reflect various needs of students.  With such diverse student abilities and backgrounds, teachers 

must have knowledge of multiple study resources.  It is my hope that a thorough comparison of Anthony 

Cirone’s Portraits in Rhythm and Keith Aleo’s Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum will provide a model by 

which teachers may assess other texts. 

 

Analysis of Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum- 

Keith Aleo’s Advanced Snare Drum Studies contains a comprehensive amount of material geared 

towards a very specific goal: to approach snare drumming a musical, rather than technical, perspective.  

Presented are twenty “traditional” snare drum etudes (metered etudes played exclusively on the drum 

surface with snare drum sticks), as well as five etudes employing some form of extended technique.  

Though some of the etudes are more difficult than others, they are not presented in a sequential 

progression.  One might consider looking at this text as a “collection” of etudes.   

 As to content, the book touches on a wide variety of material, often in different styles but 

always exploring, according to Aleo, a “specific style or concept” (Aleo, personal interview).  For 

example, contained within the first twenty etudes are a waltz, rondo, theme and variations, an etude 

focusing on a 12/8 “shuffle” feel, and multiple etudes that feature traditional rudimental style writing.  
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Looking deeper, Aleo focuses of specific concepts and fundamental elements of snare drumming and 

uses them as a “starting point” in the development of each etude.  Core concepts he considers critical 

(i.e.: shorts rolls, three-stroke roughs, shifting between duple and triple feel, etc.) are developed and 

expanded upon.  Through manipulation and careful compositional development, he is able to achieve 

continuity by providing students the opportunity to explore core concepts contained within each etude 

multiple times, but in variation.   

While the purpose of the appendix is to show specific concepts used in each etude, I will refer to 

Etude 1 from pages 1 and 2 of Advanced Snare Drum Studies as an example of the above point.  The core 

“concept” being addressed in Etude 1 is execution of clear and articulate groupings of 32
nd

 notes.  

Careful examination of the etude will show that Aleo presents 32
nd

 notes at a variety of dynamic levels; 

sometimes at piano, sometimes at forte, sometimes with crescendo, sometimes with decrescendo.  He 

presents this rhythmic value on different partials of the beat, and still other times with rhythmic 

embellishment through the use of accents.  Another significant concept addressed is the ruff.  Aleo 

presents both two and three stroke ruff consistently throughout.  As with 32
nd

 note figures, these 

embellishments are sometimes played on the beat, sometimes off the beat, at loud and soft dynamics, 

with or without accent, and at fast and slow rhythms.   

The above structure offers many distinct advantages.  The consistent use of specific musical 

ideas allows the student extensive repetition as they prepare the etude.  Furthermore, by presenting 

these ideas in slightly different ways each time they appear, each etude prepares the student to 

approach the particular skill set being addressed in a wide variety of contexts.  Presenting similar 

material in varied, but pleasing, ways is at the core of good compositional technique, and Aleo’s use 

material in this way gives each study a nice “flow.”  In addition, the use of established forms and 

deliberate style gives each etude a musical character unto itself. 
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One feature that is unique to Advanced Snare Drum Studies is the “extended technique” section 

featured at the end of the book.  Etudes 21 through 25 all focus on the use of non-traditional 

implements and techniques applied to concert snare drumming.  For example, Etude 21 incorporates 

brushes in the left hand, etude 22 focuses on the utilization of a multitude of playing surfaces (rim, shell, 

stick clicks, etc.), and etudes 23 and 24 require the utilization of multiple implements throughout the 

course of the etude including fingers, brushes, and rattan mallets.  Additionally, one can see clear 

relationships between these five etudes and established snare drum solo repertoire.  While the list of 

repertoire containing concepts similar to these final five etudes is vast and diverse, a few examples of 

similarities would be Etude 22 and Zebojsa Jovan Zivkovic’s Pezzo da Concerto and Etude 24 and Eugene 

Novotney’s A Minute of News from The Noble Snare series.  As a result, it may be advisable to the 

teacher to assign material from the ending portion of this book as a “primer” for students who may wish 

to tackle large-scale literature that explores some of the concepts in these shorter, less threatening 

etudes.  Regardless of how these final etudes are used by the student/teacher, they once again affirm 

the text’s musical approach to snare drumming through the development and manipulation of textural 

possibilities of the instrument. 

One other way that Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum approaches the art of snare drumming 

from a more musical perspective is its use of expressive text and terminology to not only establish the 

composer’s intent, as well as the mindset of musicality that is present in every etude.  Regardless of 

style, length, or content, every etude in the book contains multiple appearances of expressive text, 

almost always in Italian.  The purpose of this text includes everything from describing the “character” of 

a written tempo (such as the “Largamente” marking at the beginning of Etude 6 where the half note is 

equal to 50 bpm) to how specifically to shade a crescendo (for example, in measure 5 of Etude 5, the 

term molto is added to the end of a long crescendo, implying that additional, faster crescendo is to 
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occur in the final few beats) to a change in interpretation for a particular phrase (such as the marking 

ruvido, meaning “rough or coarse” in the end of Etude 2).  Essentially, the use of these types of markings 

with such frequency makes the student think musically about what is on the page, further distinguishing 

this material from a “technical” study.  According to Aleo, an additional intention of this use of frequent 

Italian terms is to “expose percussionists to terms they see in everyday orchestral repertoire” (Aleo, 

personal interview).  By seeing terms commonly marked in traditional orchestral/opera scores and parts, 

students will be better prepared to encounter the markings and instructions in this musical setting.  

Further application to orchestral playing can be seen within the content of some of the etudes.  For 

example, Etude 17 has very clear musical relationships to the snare drum part from the Overture to La 

Gazza Ladra, and Etude 11 is similar to the commonly used orchestral snare drum excerpt from 

Schumann’s Symphony No. 3.   As the final extended technique can be used as primers for established 

solo literature, many of the Etudes in Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum (including ones not mentioned 

above) can be used to prepare a student to study orchestral excerpts.  As the process of excerpt study 

and performance can often be intimidating and daunting, the aforementioned technique may be worthy 

of consideration. 

Essentially, Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum features a wide variety of material with a similar 

goal in mind: a musical approach to snare drum.  Through development of core concepts via a diverse 

array of styles and quality compositional technique, Aleo presents a comprehensive approach to snare 

drum that is not only worthy of study in its own right, but serves as a significant first step in helping 

young percussionists better understand the practical application of snare drumming through distinct 

similarities to established solo literature, orchestral literature, and common expressive terminology. 
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Analysis of Portraits in Rhythm- 

Anthony Cirone’s Portraits in Rhythm is a long, thorough, and extremely popular snare drum 

text that has been standard material for percussion educators for decades.  The original, published in , 

was written as a result of what Cirone perceived as a lack of snare drum instructional material that 

focused on the same fundamental musical concepts that other instrumentalists focus on (Vogel-Weiss,  

12).  Having gone through multiple revisions and editions over the years, the current edition, last 

updated in 2000, contains fifty original etudes composed by Cirone, as well as an extremely detailed 

foreword to each etude, describing interpretation issues, compositional construction, and practice tips. 

 As Cirone clearly states in the book, Portraits in Rhythm is essentially divided into three parts.  

The first addresses what Cirone feels are the core concepts of concert snare drumming.  The middle 

section continues to stress the same core concepts as the first, but presents them within the context of 

established musical forms.  The final section contains similar material to the first section, this time 

including increased use of syncopation and mixed meter.  The final section might be “more difficult” 

than the first because of this. 

 Before examining these three sections in greater detail, it is important to discuss the opening 

foreword of Portraits of Rhythm, as it helps establish Cirone’s snare drum pedagogy.  In these pages, 

Cirone provides a concise but thorough statement on what he feels his text should achieve.  Cirone 

begins by addressing the limitations of the snare drum, concluding that the limited amount of timbral 

possibilities and staccato sound give the snare drum an extremely limited amount of “musical 

possibilities” (Portraits, 4).  In order to overcome this in the most artistic way possible, it is Cirone’s 

conclusion that snare drummers must maximize that which they do have at their disposal in order to 

match the expressive potential of their fellow instrumentalists.  He divides the possibilities for musical 

expression into five categories: rhythm, dynamics, tempo, phrasing, and interpretation.  I’ll refer to 
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these five items as the Cirone’s “core concepts” of a musical approach to snare drumming.  It is with 

these characteristics in mind that Cirone composed the fifty etudes in this book.  All of the studies relate 

back to these five characteristics in some way and are all utilized and manipulated throughout the book. 

 The first section (containing etudes 1 through 22), while not a study in the fundamentals of 

snare drumming, addresses these core concepts at some of their most obvious levels, or, as Cirone 

states in the foreword to etude 1, their “practical application” (Portaits, 6).  While most of the etudes 

naturally address all of these primary concepts in some form, it is clear that the first section contains 

many etudes that focus on just one.  For example, it is clear that dynamic control is of principal concern 

in Etude 1.  Etudes 2 and 3 focus on interpretation.  As the section continues, some etudes focus on just 

one element, other focus on two or three.   A more detailed list of each etude’s intent can be found in 

Appendix B and C.  To supplement the material focusing on just one area, Cirone also includes (and 

clearly marks) etudes that address all five of the core concepts.  As Cirone states, these etudes (etude 4, 

11, and 13) are well suited for recital, jury, or other performance use and also can serve as a 

comprehensive assessment of skills (Portraits, 13).  With regard to the five “large scale” concepts and 

their implementation in the book, Cirone carefully balances the narrowing of focus along with the 

incorporation of multiple elements at the same time. 

 The content of the second section is one of the most unique features of Portraits in Rhythm, as 

it deals primarily with musical form and its practical application.  While Cirone continues to utilize and 

manipulate the core musical concepts that he stresses throughout the book, Etudes 23-32 deal with 

these while addressing the study of traditional musical forms.  Throughout this section, Cirone is very 

clear and concise with his use of form.  He sticks very closely to established “rules” of each form and 

seldom strays away from them (A section, B section, etc).  Additionally, Cirone identifies themes, 

sections, and phrases clearly and by measure number in the foreword to each etude.  Not only does this 
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achieve the important task of establishing how he uses the snare drum as a musical vehicle to realize 

these forms, but also helps the student to anticipate and identify the structural changes.  In fact, Cirone 

credits this as one of the primary reasons his book has been so successful.  “I’ve concluded that Portraits 

in Rhythm has done so well because players have been able to identify with the etude’s musical form,” 

he states in the foreword to Etude #18 (Portraits, 45).  It is clear that Circone’s intent is to teach form 

using snare drum, not show ways that it can be stretched and furthered compositionally.  Circone also 

finds a creative way to handle key changes, an essential part of many of the forms he uses, by replacing 

this type of variation with changes in time signature.  Once again, this section is not sequential in 

difficulty (though the final etude of section 2 is the longest and debatably the most difficult). 

 The final section of the book, containing Etudes 33-50, has material that is very similar to the 

first section, but contains extended use of syncopation and metric change, which Cirone identifies as the 

primary focus.  While it once again is not comprehensive, it was clearly placed later in the book with the 

idea that students might  develop a thorough understanding of the core concepts of snare drumming in 

the initial twenty three etudes, better preparing them to handle the added rhythmic challenges in this 

final section.   Seven of the etudes focus primarily on rapid metric change, and eleven focus on 

advanced use of syncopation (a few of these overlap and have heavy emphasis on both skill sets).  In 

addition, Cirone inserts an etude (46) that focuses on additional concepts including abbreviated 

rhythmic notation (“slash” or “roll” notation), and like the Aleo book, etudes that reference specific 

orchestral excerpts, including Bolero, Scheherazade, and others.  A more detailed assessment of this will 

be provided later.  Much like the first section, Circone includes three etudes that he considers 

“comprehensive” and would be appropriate for jury, recital or other assessment (etudes 42, 44, and 48). 

 Portraits in Rhythm maintains a clear focus, and does so on a multitude of different levels.  

There’s a clear “macro” level focus of the entire book, which is the development of a musical approach 
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to snare drum through the five “core concepts” addressed above (rhythm, dynamics, tempo, phrasing, 

and interpretation).  A secondary level is the subdivision of the three sections: etudes focusing on 

practical approach, etudes within the context of established musical form, material focusing on 

advanced rhythmic and metric concepts.  Further, there is the focus of each individual etude and what it 

specifically draws upon from the larger scale ideas mentioned above. 

A multitude of technical/musical concerns that Circone continuously addresses throughout the 

book occur on a smaller scale.  More specifically, concepts that are important for a snare drummer to 

understand that are best developed through repetition within a variety of contexts.  While these ideas 

might not be the “focus” of an entire etude, they appear over and over again in multiple etudes, 

showing the critical role Circone feels that they play in the development of a musical snare drummer.  

I’ve identified the four of the most commonly referenced of these based on his mention of them in the 

foreword of each etude.   

The first of these is embellishment.  In every etude containing extensive use of flams, especially 

in succession, Cirone almost always makes a point to mention that embellishments should be played 

consistently and with the same sticking.  These are always presented in a variety of ways and musical 

contexts, yet the goals of consistency and clarity are always present.  The same exists for placement of 

the sticks on the drum surface.  In specific etudes with rapid or extremely important dynamic changes, 

Cirone always defines where on the head these dynamic levels should be played and how they should be 

approached.  As a general rule, Cirone believes that rapid volume changes should always occur in the 

same playing area by changing stroke height and velocity, but sometimes makes exceptions to this rule.  

Another area Circone addresses at length in roll interpretation.  In particular, Cirone addresses 

interpretation of tied, untied, multiple bounce, press buzz, open stroke, and rolls preceded or succeeded 

by an embellishment.   Each of these has a different approach that Cirone defines and addresses 
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multiple times in multiple etudes.  A final concern is the use of natural accents.  Cirone is a proponent of 

giving some notes a certain degree of “agogic stress” when it is musically appropriate, and addresses 

numerous situations where he finds this technique effective.  This is generally suggested in mixed meter 

etudes, etudes with unusual beamings, and etudes that feature extensive syncopation.  The chart below 

shows which etudes Cirone mentions these specific concepts.  While each is not limited to these etudes 

below, it is in these studies that they occur with most frequency, and establish the style and approach to 

their interpretation in all other etudes. 

Skill set/concept: Etude(s) it is addressed extensively in: 

Embellishment (flams and ruffs)- 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 14, 20, 21, 23, 27, 28, 33, 34, 36, 

40, 44, 48 

Stick placement on drum head- 1, 6, 7, 11, 16, 25, 48 

Roll interpretation- 2, 4, 5, 7, 11, 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 21, 23, 24, 26, 35, 

37, 38, 39, 42, 43, 47 

Natural accents- 2. 8, 17, 18, 21, 25, 34, 40, 45, 49, 50 

 

To conclude, it is clear that Cirone’s method book is very extensive, comprehensive, and with 

clear intent.  The foreword of the book and the material written before each etude make it clear what 

Cirone intends each study to be used for, helping the teacher to make a more informed decision about 

what etudes will serve as the best assignments for students.   Three distinct sections, each with a 

different focus, allows a multitude of musical ideas to be addressed, and small concepts that continue to 

be stressed throughout allow for continuous study of specific skill sets.  The balance of these ideas help 

to establish a musical approach to snare drumming that remains consistent throughout the book.   
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Comparison of Both Texts- 

 As mentioned above, part of the goal of this assessment is to compare and contrast both texts 

to determine their strengths and weaknesses, discuss who would benefit most from them, and address 

how they could potentially be used together as part of a comprehensive snare drum curriculum. 

 It is important to first state that these books do have many similarities.  Both have the same 

goal: to provide a comprehensive text designed to teach a musical approach to snare drumming.  They 

attempt to achieve this goal in the same way, by providing short, high-quality, snare drum etudes, 

focusing primarily on different musical issues pertinent to the contemporary snare drummer.  Each of 

these studies has a guiding principle(s) that defines it.  Neither book is simply a collection of randomly 

assorted snare drum studies haphazardly thrown together.  Conversely, each individual etude is 

carefully crafted for a specific reason.  Studies relate back to previous etudes because of what they do or 

do not achieve.  Concepts that are not presented in one etude appear in later etudes, creating a 

comprehensive approach.  

 The differences between the two texts are plentiful.  The first to consider is the overall amount 

of material presented and how it is set up.  Aleo’s book contains exactly one half the amount of material 

as Cirone’s book (twenty five etudes in Aleo, fifty in Cirone).  While the number of studies present is not 

indicative of the quality of each text, there simply is more material to draw from in Cirone than there is 

in Aleo.  I feel that Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum has a more narrow focus “etude to etude.”  As 

stated earlier, each study in Aleo’s text has a clear “concept” in mind.  Because the book contains 

twenty five etudes, each study places very heavy emphasis on one or two of these concepts.  For 

example, Etude 5 focuses extensively on quintuplet timing and Etude 11 focuses in dotted 

sixteenth/thirty second note to triplet timing.  The overall setup essentially features twenty five etudes 

each with a relatively different focus.  Cirone’s book, on the other hand, “spreads out” concepts over a 
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greater amount of time; sometimes focusing on just a few, sometimes combining them.  Essentially, the 

format of each book allows for a diverse amount of issues to be explored in different ways.  While 

Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum focuses heavily on different concepts in each etude, Cirone’s approach 

is much more drawn out, emphasizing multiple ideas, sometimes to a lesser extent, but covering each 

thoroughly through repeated use among the many etudes of the text. 

 In addition to overall setup, there are some differences in content in each book that must be 

addressed.  Cirone’s book deals extensively with form.  Approach to form and using form to teach 

musicality is one of the guiding principles of the book.  While Aleo’s book is not “formless,” it has much 

less of an emphasis on this concept.  Even outside of the middle section of the book, Portraits in Rhythm 

maintains a focus on form, as is evident in the clear structures of each etude and the lengths that 

Circone takes to clearly define form and compositional development in the foreword to each study.  

Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum, on the other hand, does not place as much emphasis on form.  While 

two of the etudes, Etude 13 and 14, are defined as a “rondo” and “theme and variations,” Aleo states 

that these were not a result of a “formal” decision to include etudes dealing with specific forms (Aleo, 

personal interview).   

This brings up an interesting idea: the compositional style of each text.  Cirone was clearly very 

deliberate in how he went about writing each etude.  He used specific forms with very specific goals in 

mind (as is implied in the forewords).  The forms and thematic development are extremely clear 

compositionally, oftentimes giving the etudes a very “angular” feel, with changes in sections and 

phrases being very predictable and deliberate.  Aleo, on the other hand, has stated that “everything in 

the book came from a strict, creative approach,” and also refers to a somewhat natural, organic 

compositional method where he would “sit down with a particular idea/theme or even just a thought 
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and start writing” (Aleo, interview).  Consequently, Aleo’s etudes have more of a seamless feel, and 

oftentimes a slightly better “flow” to them than a lot of the material in Portraits in Rhythm. 

 In the final pages of the book, Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum focuses extensively on 

“extended technique,” something that Cirone’s book does not address at all.  The final five etudes, 

featuring the use of additional implements and exploring playing areas beyond the surface of the drum 

head, begin to expose students to contemporary solo play.  This creates an effective balance of material.  

While the first portion focuses on practical applications, the end explores material appropriate for the 

snare drum as a solo voice unto itself, creating yet another way Aleo creates a “comprehensive” 

approach to snare drumming, one that does not exist in Portraits in Rhythm.  While each deals with 

snare drum from a variety of musical perspectives, Cirone’s extensive use of traditional form and Aleo’s 

use of extended technique are examples of books that find ways to go beyond the typical approach to 

the snare drum etude. 

 Both of these texts are extremely well-written and effective, but each could cater better to 

certain types of students with certain needs.  In general, Circone’s book would be better suited to a 

student as an extended course of general snare drum study (a book that a student could “work through” 

over the course of a semester/year and make consistent progress).  It slowly introduces concepts over a 

large amount of time, focusing on a few in each etude.  To supplement this, Cirone builds off these 

concepts through the etudes he defines as wholly comprehensive and feature all important musical 

elements.  Further, Portraits in Rhythm is extremely well-suited for a student with a high level of 

dexterity, stick control, rhythmic competency, but still must develop a sense of musicality.  As 

mentioned in prior sections as well as the appendix, much of the book contains a great deal of 

syncopation and complex rhythms and embellishments.  While this would strike the fancy of a student 

who feels comfortable on snare drum, the musical approach to these complex figures, through emphasis 
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on phrasing, interpretation, dynamics, and form, would allow for the development of this deficiency.  It 

is for this same reason that Portraits in Rhythm might not be the best choice for an intermediate level 

player exploring a musical approach to snare drumming for the first time.   

While Circone claims the book is designed for “practical” application, much of the material 

presented is not indicative of snare drum parts an advanced high school or early collegiate level student 

might encounter in an ensemble situation.  For example, in etude 3, the four stroke ruffs in lines 6 and 7 

could very likely present an extreme challenge to a moderately experienced snare drummer and may 

not be an expectation in the type of literature they would play at this level of matriculation.  Is the 

development of this one specific skill set worth spending a large amount of time on at the expense of 

the development of other more practical concepts?  Other examples where this question might arise 

include the thirty second note syncopation in etudes 11 and 35, the numerous metric changes in etude 

45, or the six stroke roughs in etude 15.  Essentially, an abundance of difficult passages featuring 

material that does not frequently appear in literature is inserted throughout, and is not always 

consistent with his goal of “practical application.”  This in many ways limits the text’s effectiveness with 

players who do not already possess a high degree of rhythmic independence. 

 Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum is effective with certain students for an entirely different set of 

reasons.  Primarily, Aleo’s ability to focus in on specific issues and present them in a variety of ways 

throughout the course of one etude makes this text a great resource for assigning students material that 

targets a specific deficiency they might have.  For example, if a student is having difficulties with 

sixteenth note triplets, the instructor might assign etude 14, where this skill is approached to great 

lengths and in a variety of musical contexts.  In addition, this book may provide just enough of a 

challenge for a student with a moderate degree of rhythmic independence and dexterity to be used as a 

general course of study.  While Aleo inserts different challenges throughout, the level of difficulty of 
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each etude remains fairly consistent.  By encountering an extensive amount of different material and 

styles at a relatively consistent degree of musical demand, an intermediate or early advanced level 

student has the ability to successfully survey a variety of essential concepts.  It is for this same reason 

that a highly advanced student might not benefit from thorough study of this book as a primary text.  

For the most part, the etudes are short, and because concepts reappear throughout each study, a highly 

advanced player could work through the book quickly and without much struggle. 

 When approached correctly, these two books could be used simultaneously in a course of study.  

One technique that might be particularly effective would be to assign material pertaining to specific 

issues a student is having from one text as they “work through” another.  For example, a student might 

be studying Portraits in Rhythm and encounters trouble when interpreting the mixed meter figures in 

etude 17.  The instructor might assign Etude 15 from Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum (taken at slower 

than written tempo) as supplemental material, where very similar concepts are addressed, but with less 

syncopation and fewer difficult rhythmic embellishments.  When a student is successful with this etude, 

it may now be less of a challenge to return to etude 17 with a more solid foundation in mixed meter 

changes.  Another example might be if a student is working through Aleo’s text and encounters etude 

14, which is in “rondo” form.  While careful study of this etude shows that the form is in fact rondo, with 

the primary theme in manipulated at each occurrence, this may be less apparent to a student in their 

formative years of development.  To supplement this, the teacher might assign Etude 26 from Portraits 

in Rhythm as the rondo form in this etude is extremely obvious and deliberate, even to a less 

experienced player.  These are but two examples of how this technique can be executed.  A list of how 

certain etudes in one book better prepare students for study in the other would be exhaustive and best 

approached by the instructor on a case by case basis.  A combined list of etudes from both books that 

address certain general concepts can be found in Appendix C. 
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 In both books, certain etudes share distinct similarities 

to excerpts from established orchestral/operatic literature, as 

well as established solo literature.  In some instances these 

similarities are intentional, other times they are not.  Either way, 

when used together, their study form a nice “primer” for the 

students about to begin intensive study of any of these works.  In 

Portraits in Rhythm, Cirone makes direct reference to four 

orchestral excerpts as influential in the composition of four specific etudes.  They are outlined in the 

chart to the right. 

 

 Many works in Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum are 

similar to certain excerpts, as well as solo literature.  While 

most of these did not serve as a “direct” inspiration to Aleo 

(Aleo, interview), they have many similarities and could be used 

as preparatory material for any student thinking about studying 

these solos.  The list of solo/ensemble literature that might 

have direct relationships to the etudes in these books is 

expansive, however I have listed a few fairly obvious ones to the 

right.  A complete and thorough assessment is beyond the 

scope of this study, as every student/teacher feels different etudes may relate back to different excerpts 

or solos.  Therefore, I would encourage students and educators to approach this concept with a similar 

frame of mind: should an etude be discovered as having a direct relationship to a particular work, it 

should be noted and used as supplemental material when appropriate.  Either way, the reference and 

Etude Work 

   16    Bolero- Ravel 

   18 “Can Can” from Orpheus 

in the Underworld- 

Offenbach 

   37 Capriccio Espagnol- 

Rimsky-Korsakov 

   38 Scheherazade- Rimsky-

Korsakov 

Etude Excerpt/Solo 

  1, 17 “Overture” from La Gazza 

Ladra- Rossini 

  11 Symphony No. III- 

Schumann 

  21 American Suite- 

Gauthreaux 

  22 Pezzo da Concerto- Zivkovic 

  24 Minute of News-Novotney 

25 Prim- Masson  

Pezzo da Concerto- Zivkovic 
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relationship to established literature is both a similarity and difference between both texts.  While both 

have clear reference to outside works, they each address different pieces that will prepare students to 

study them in different ways. 

To conclude, it is clear that Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum and Portraits in Rhythm share many 

similarities in style, approach, and intent.  While Aleo’s text is shorter with each etude delving deeply 

into specific concepts, Circone’s book takes concepts and draws their study out throughout the course 

of the book.  Different students benefit from each of these books for different reasons, and both texts 

can supplement one another in many ways.  Additionally, etudes in both texts share relationships with 

solo and ensemble works that make certain etudes serve as great “primers” for their study. 

 

 

Final Thoughts- 

As established in the initial pages of this assessment, having a diverse amount of material to 

provide students for snare drum study is absolutely essential.  It is through thorough and detailed 

understanding of this material that educators are able to make decisions for their students that will best 

serve their current needs.  This assessment examined two snare drum books that had similar goals and 

purposes, but approached them in very different ways.  Both Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum and 

Portraits in Rhythm contain their own unique challenges that benefit students of different ability levels 

and musical backgrounds.  In some cases, these books can be used together to supplement one another.  

Still in other cases, material from each can be drawn together to form an independent course of study 

focusing on a specific concept (see Appendix C).  It is my hope that the assessment provided will give 

better insight into how Portraits in Rhythm and Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum might be used either 

separately or together in order to best meet the needs of the contemporary percussion student. 
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Appendix A 

Individual Etude Analysis: Advanced Snare Drum Studies 

 

Etude 1- 

Technical Considerations:  The main focus of this etude appears to be the manipulation of 32
nd

 notes at 

various dynamics and types of cresendos/decrescendos.  The placement and interpretation of 16th note 

triplets is also a primary technical goal of this etude. 

Stylistic Considerations: Interpretation of 3 stroke and 2 stroke roughs (with or without accents) is a 

constant theme throughout and consistent, correct interpretation should be a primary objective when 

performing this etude.   

Main Challenges: The main challenge of this etude is achieving the control to perform the various 

intricacies at this slower (dotted quarter equals 63) tempo.  While it may have been the author’s intent 

to leave “space” for the development of consistent roughs in between each subdivision of the beat, 

placing the faster 32
nd

 note rhythms within the slower larger pulse is often a difficult task.  Furthermore, 

achieving the appropriate contrast at each dynamic level is of concern simply because of the 

relationships each dynamic has to one another.  In the first 17 measures, Aleo writes very extreme 

dynamic changes, all of which must be executed quickly in order to achieve the intended drama.  In the 

middle section (bar 18-36), the dynamic range of each etude is condensed, favoring a variety of 

dynamics at softer volumes (pp, p, mp).  Whereas the opening he focuses on dramatic changes in 

volume, the middle focuses on more subtle shading.  This contrast in dynamic approach creates a 

challenge for the performer.  

Additional Areas of Focus:  The performer/student should be mindful of the hemiola occurring in 

measure 37-40, as well as the expressive marking, dolce, which appears in measure 18. 

Etude 2- “rudimental” 

Technical Considerations:  Much of this etude has rudimental influences (as Aleo makes reference to in 

the linear notes).  Therefore, one must be sure that they are achieving proper accent/non-accent 

relationship through differentiations in stick height and stroke velocity.  The accented 8
th

 note buzz rolls 

throughout should be played as a five stroke and approached consistently through accentuation of the 

first of two buzzes. 

Stylistic Considerations: Aleo suggests that this etude be played “aggressively” because of the speed 

and style.  This term is appropriate only when not misinterpreted by playing tense.  The style and speed 

suggest the etude should be performed “on the front of the beat,” and always with forward motion.  

From an interpretation standpoint, while the etude has rudimental influence, embellishments and rolls 
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should still be interpreted in a “closed” concert style.  The three appearances of marcato accents should 

be interpreted by playing with both extra height/velocity as well as striking the center of the drum head. 

Main Challenges: The main challenge of this etude is to maintain the multiple responsibilities required 

all at once.  While the etude must maintain forward motion through, the performer must also be 

consistent in their interpretation of the many syncopated rhythms that appear.  Also, the many 

“hairpin” dynamics (measure 16-18, 44, 52) present the challenge of properly executing each crescendo 

while still maintaining time and rhythmic accuracy. 

Additional Areas of Focus:  Depending on the educational goals and experience of the student it may be 

beneficial to try this etude on a deeper drum and/or heavier sticks to mimic some of the elements of 

rudimental playing (though still interpreting the etude in a “concert” style).  The term ruvido is used in 

measure 74.  This translates to “coarse” or “rough” in Italian.  While it is not a standard expressive term, 

presenting this term to the student and showing how it might applied to the etude would definitely be a 

worthy point of discussion. 

Etude 3- 

Technical Considerations:  Aleo mentions consistent 8
th

 note subdivision through the odd-meter roll 

measures as a primary concern for this etude.  This idea can extend throughout the course of the work, 

as it is imperative that the student transition seamlessly between each time signature change.  

Discussion may be warranted with lesser experienced students about the subdivision of quarter note 

triplets throughout measures 1-8.  It is helpful to point out that one must subdivide the eighth note 

triplet mentally, even though the passages are beamed mostly as quarter note triplets. 

Stylistic Considerations: The triple slashed rolls with a staccato marking should be interpreted as some 

kind of “press” buzz.  I prefer a two handed, double stop press, but exact interpretation should be left to 

the student/teacher.  As long as a short, disconnected buzz is played, the figure is correct.  Also, every 

buzz roll in the etude has some kind of very deliberate dynamic direction.  This should be taken into 

account and exaggerated throughout the etude. 

Main Challenges:  One of the main challenges of this etude are the two predominate subdivisions used.  

One must be accurate with the triplet subdivision that is prevalent in the first eight measures, and also 

the 8th note subdivision that must be maintained throughout the rest of the etude as the meter 

constantly shifts. 

Additional Areas of Focus: An important point of discussion might be the sostenuto term used in 

measure 26, and how that term relates to the other “swell” buzz rolls on the 2
nd

 page of the etude.  

Essentially, the student must practice not “breaking” the consistency of sound in their roll as they create 

the written, “sustained” sound indicated. 
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Etude 4- 

Technical Considerations:  The student must maintain a high level of control placing some many notes 

in the very “open” space of this very slow etude.  This is a great etude to reinforce the concept of timing 

issues being the result of one’s inability to control the space in between notes.  Manipulation of the 

basic 16
th

 note skeleton is the primary compositional devise used in this etude, meaning it is imperative 

that 16
th

 note subdivision be maintained throughout, regardless of what other rhythms are “inserted” in 

the 16
th

 note framework. 

Stylistic Considerations:  Aleo suggests that the buzz rolls in measures 1-4 decresendo from forte to an 

almost inaudible level.  Further, the staccato buzzes in measures  14-19 should be interpreted similarly 

to the buzzes in etude 3.  The author makes frequent use of long, drawn out cresendos and 

decrescendos, and one must be certain to gauge their progression accurately, always moving 

proportionally towards the desired dynamic. 

Main Challenges:  The main challenge of this etude, beyond basic interpretation of rhythm, is tempo 

maintenance.  Because the entire etude is rooted in 16
th

 notes and the tempo is very slow, it is easy for 

pulse to fluctuate.  This etude should always be practiced with a metronome in the initial learning 

stages. 

Etude 5- “shuffle” 

Technical Considerations:  Subdivision issues are once again at the root of this etude.  Written mostly in 

12/8 time, the player must be sure to concentrate foremost on maintaining the dotted quarter note 

pulse and quickly adjust the subdivision to duple and back to triple when appropriate.  Aleo suggests the 

performer use a marcato strokes when playing the 2 and 4 note groupings.  While this inhibited motion 

stroke would work well on the 2 note groupings, I personally am hesitant to recommend it for 4 not 

groupings, as the slower motion might lead to a tendency to slow tempo in these denser figures. 

Stylistic Considerations:   One of the area that distinguishes this etude from others in this text is its use 

of a “shuffle”, 12/8 feel.  It is important that the student understand this feel and subdivision, and that 

the etude groove.  Three stroke roughs are the only multiple note embellishment used in this etude and 

the student should strive for consistency in approach to such figures. 

Additional Areas of Focus: Aleo’s use of the term molto (meaning “more”) should be addressed.  When 

interpreted in the context (at measures 4  and 9), the student should crescendo for the indicated 

amount of time and increase the rate and volume of that crescendo where molto is indicated. 

Etude 6-  

Technical Considerations:  Triplet subdivision is once again of great importance in this etude, and the 

student should once again subdivide eighth note triplets while playing quarter note triplets.  In 
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measures 13 and 14, one must be prepared to execute 2 metric modulations, including one to a faster 

tempo/feel in measure 14.  The end of the etude (measure 49-55) features tempo changes similar to the 

beginning, and the performer must be ready to abruptly change speeds depending on the marking. 

Stylistic Considerations: Aleo considers this text a study in contrasting styles.  While the largamente at 

the beginning should be treated as “heavy” and “held back”, the allegro section should be lighter and 

more forward moving.  Differentiation between tied and untied rolls in the opening phrase is of critical 

importance, as well, as one must clearly separate the roll from the two thirty second notes following it 

in order for the notated rhythm to be heard. 

Main Challenges: Changing styles quickly and fluidly in the most critical element of this etude.   

Additional Areas of Focus: The fermata, caesura, and niente (fading to nothing) markings in measure 52 

all indicate a drawn out, abrupt stop.  The student should pay careful attention to these. 

Etude 7- 

Technical Considerations:  The primary technical objective of this etude is the interpretation of 

quintuplets at slow tempos.  The quintuplet rhythm is a prominent theme throughout, and the student 

must be consistent in spacing this odd grouping out correctly over the beat.  Furthermore, in passages 

where the quintuplet rhythm “shifts” (measure 29), the student should isolate the figure and potentially 

practice without the indicated roll markings in order to better feel how this rhythm lines up.  

Stylistic Considerations: Because this etude quickly changes between three and five note groupings, 

agogic stress on downbeats often creates a more steady feel.  The molto markings on the ends of 

crescendos are similar to those marked in etude 5 and should be interpreted similarly. 

Main Challenges: The main challenge of this etude is the interpretation of the various manipulations of 

the quintuplet.  Practicing quintuplets with a metronome would be extremely beneficial to any student 

having difficulties with interpretation.  Further, removing embellishments such as rolls or roughs in 

initial learning stages is helpful in learning these figures. 

Etude 8- “waltz” 

Technical Considerations:  This is technically a fairly simple etude.  However, students should pay 

careful attention to forte piano markings on rolls, as oftentimes the crescendo/dynamic fluctuations are 

dramatic.  The student should consciously make the decision as to where on the drum they will roll and 

when in order to achieve the desired effect. 

Stylistic Considerations: Style is Aleo’s primary concern in this etude.  It is imperative that the “waltz” 

feel be maintained throughout.  The student should feel the piece “in one”, always placing a little bit of 

stress on the downbeat, regardless of whether or not it is written in.  Tempo should remain very steady 

throughout, and in general the interpretation should be light, delicate, and forward moving. 
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Etude 9- 

Technical Considerations:  The maintenance of a steady eighth note subdivision is very important, as 

the time signature changes almost every measure. 

Stylistic Considerations: Aleo asks that no agogic stress be used on the beginnings of measure and the 

student rely purely on subdivision and their own internal pulse to maintain tempo and rhythmic 

accuracy.  Most of the dynamics in this etude are at lower volume levels, and entire etude should have a 

mechanical, almost robotic feel . 

Main Challenges: The main challenge of this etude is clearly the smooth transition between each meter 

change.  Students should practice with a metronome at 200 bmp so they will hear a steady consistent 

eighth note throughout. 

Additional Areas of Focus: The marking senza accento In measure 28 should be observed up through 

measure 41.  Meaning “without accents”, students should pay careful attention to follow this instruction 

in measures 27-33 where the tendency will be to accent the flams and roughs.   

Etude 10- 

Technical Considerations:   Abrupt dynamic changes should be reinforced by changes in stick height, 

velocity, and bead placement.  While Aleo writes the etude should be played “spirted” and “lively”, one 

must be sure to play relaxed and without excessive large muscle motion in loud, fast passages. 

Stylistic Considerations: This etude should be played with a “march” feel, and a steady quarter-note 

pulse should be maintained.  Concerning rolls, sixteen note rolls with two slashes should be treated as a 

five-stroke roll.  Rolls marked as staccato with two slashes should be interpreted with a detached, 

pressed buzz.  Also, one might choose to distinguish between accented and non-accented notes to a 

slightly greater extend in this etude and in others. 

Main Challenges: The use of sixteenth note syncopation is prevalent throughout, and the student 

should be sure to subdivide sixteenth notes in these passages.  Further, Aleo frequently places steady 

sixteenth notes in the beats preceding syncopated figures.  Bring this to the students attention is often 

helpful with this etude. 

Etude 11- “Schumann 3 Study” 

Technical Considerations:  Much of this etude is played at very soft tempos for extended periods of 

time.  The student should make the conscious decision when to play on the edge of the drum and when 

to play closer to center.  Because of the leggero marking in the beginning, the thinner sound of the edge 

may very well be more desirable. 
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Stylistic Considerations: This etude shares many similarities to the commonly used snare drum audition 

excerpt from Schumann’s third symphony, in particular, the transitions between sixteenth note tripets 

and dotted sixteenth/thirty second note figures.  It may be a good supplemental assignment for any 

student studying this except.  It is important that the triplets remain triplets and the dotted sixteenth to 

thirty second note not be morphed into triplets.  Interpretation of these rhythms is the main challenge 

of this etude.  A student having difficulty with this concept might isolate the figure and repeat it many 

times with a metronome. 

Additional Areas of Focus:  The marking leggero suggests a very “light” interpretation throughout.  Even 

forte and fortissimo should be approached softer than in other etudes in the book.  The student should 

be reminded to generally “hold back” the volume in this etude. 

Etude 12- 

Technical Considerations:  Because of the faster tempo of this etude, the student might experiment 

with incorporating double stroke rolls.  Furthermore, because of low volumes and fast speed, a lower 

stick height throughout the etude is favorable. 

Stylistic Considerations:  Though this etude will sound and feel fast, it should be felt “in two”.  In 

addition to faster passages, the middle section features sparser material with many soft flams and 

roughs.  It is important that this section be a great contrast to the faster mater and the embellishments 

be interpreted consistently. 

Main Challenges: The main challenge of the etude is to maintain the fast, aggressive tempo while still 

maintaining a soft volume and relaxed feel.  Furthermore, one must be sure to create great contrast 

between the “A” (m. 1-18, 43-61) and “B” (m. 19-42) material. 

Additional Areas of Focus: The term gentilmente, meaning “fine” or “delicate” is used to describe 

measures 19-42.   

Etude 13- “theme and variations” 

Technical Considerations:  Sextuplet subdivision is necessary for numerous passages using this rhythmic 

base.   

Stylistic Considerations:  The four maracto accents at the end might be best approached with maximum 

velocity in the center of the drum. 

Main Challenges: This is one of the easier etudes in the book.  As long as the student is consistent with 

rhythmic accuracy and interpretation it should not be a major challenge. 

Additional Areas of Focus: Aleo states that this etude is a theme and variations.  The theme is stated in 

measures 1-3 and is developed throughout.  The student and teacher should discuss this and potentially 
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mark where each variation begins, and what compositional/percussive techniques Aleo uses to 

manipulate and vary his theme.  The benefits of this etude may be more theoretical than 

technical/musical. 

Etude 14- “rondo” 

Technical Considerations:  The student must feel this etude “in one.” Thinking of it in three will make it 

seem too frantic. 

Stylistic Considerations:  Aleo suggests the rolls with a tenuto marking underneath (measure 50, 52, etc) 

be interpreted as a full length roll, possibly with a thirty second note roll base.  Furthermore, because of 

the “one” feel, it is necessary to place a slight agogic stress on the downbeat  

Main Challenges: While this etude presents nothing excessively difficult for an intermediate to 

advanced player, interpretation of the various roll types must reflect what is notated.  Tied rolls should 

connect to the succeeded beat, while untied rolls should be interpreted as explained above.  

Furthermore, interpretation of the sixteenth note triplet must be consistent throughout, regardless of 

volume level, articulation, or placement within the measure. 

Additional Areas of Focus: The etude is in a rondo form, with the primary theme occurring in measures 

1-10, 21-29, 42-63, 88-96, and 96 to the end.  Similar to etude 13, a discussion of form and how it is 

realized in the writing may be warranted. 

Etude 15- 

Technical Considerations:  Consistent subdivision of the sixteenth note is critical throughout this etude, 

as every measure has a different sixteenth note based pulse.  This concept is the primary intent and 

challenge of the etude.  Aleo suggests using double stroke sticking for the thirty second note passages 

that begin in measure 90.   

Stylistic Considerations:  Though the agogic stresses that Aleo often suggests are written out in this 

etude, they should still be given considerable attention.  The dramatic dynamic changes throughout 

should be dramatic, but not effect tempo or rhythmic accuracy.  The whole etude should be played with 

a sense of intensity and forward motion.  Rolls marked as legato should be both stressed and given full 

value.   

Etude 16- 

Technical Considerations:  The primary technical consideration is interpretation of the “duple” 

beamings in 3/8 measures.  If students have difficult with this figure, they should practice it slow with a 

consistent sixteenth note on the metronome.  The first the sixteenth notes comprise the first beat in the 
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duple and the second three fill out the second.  This practice technique will help students better 

interpret this rhythm. 

Stylistic Considerations:  The fast marked tempo and “agitato” marking suggested an intense, agitated 

interpretation with full loud volumes, dramatic decrescendos, and a steady forward moving pulse.  

Because of the “jaggedness” of the duple markings, it may be effective to slightly emphasize these 

figures as they occur. 

Additional Areas of Focus: It is important to observe the molto diminuendo at the end of the etude and 

decrescendo to an almost inaudible volume. 

Etude 17- “la gazza ladra study” 

Technical Considerations:  It is important to “stroke out” the thirty second note triplets very 

deliberately so they are heard and lead into the next downbeat.  Aleo suggests that groupings of four 

thirty second notes use alternating stick to assure clarity. 

Stylistic Considerations:  The beginning/ending rolls should be held as long as the performer feels it is 

desirable.  The rests in between can be counted as “rubato” if desired, adding to the dramatic effect.  

The second, softer roll should almost “echo” the first.  The feel, as described by Aleo, should be 

“majestic” and “stately” with the faster rhythms clearly still articulated.  This etude is similar to the 

snare drum part from the overture of Rossini’s La Gazza Ladra.  This etude may be a good supplemental 

assignment for a student studying this excerpt. 

Main Challenges:  Maintaining the slow, stately feel is the primary challenge of this etude.  It may be 

beneficial for the student to listen to La Gazza Ladra (even if not studying the excerpt) in order to get a 

better sense of the feel of the etude.  Practicing with the metronome of 50 bmp may help the student 

avoid rushing. 

Additional Areas of Focus: The terms rubato  (without steady time) and maestoso moderato (majestic 

but at a moderate speed) are used throughout the piece, and a discussion of their interpretation would 

be beneficial to the student. 

Etude 18- 

Technical Considerations:  This is the first etude in the book played in part with the snares turned off.  

The student should choreograph how/when the snares are flipped on and off.  Further, this etude 

features two, three, and four stroke roughs in succession.  It is imperative that students decide exactly 

what sticking they will use for each of these embellishments and be consistent in their interpretation of 

them. 

Stylistic Considerations:  This etude has a clear and deliberate rounded binary form.  Therefore, careful 

attention should be paid to creating contrast in the middle section.  Not only are snares turned off, but 
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the meno mosso marking suggests a slightly slower tempo, with an accelerando to the opening tempo 

occurring from measures 49 to 56.  Aleo also suggests crescendos and decrescendos be interpreted to 

the most extreme range possible and that the opening and closing sections be played “explosively” with 

high volume and heavy accents. 

Main Challenges:  The main challenge of this etude is creating contrast, both in dynamics and macro-

structure.  While all dynamics need to be approached with extreme attention to detail, the middle 

section, in many ways, should almost sound like another piece until it morphs back into the original 

material at measure 56. 

Etude 19- 

Technical Considerations:  It feels most natural to maintain a sixteenth note roll base throughout the 

etude, especially in passages with sixteenth note syncopation.   

Stylistic Considerations:  The forte, accented roughs that occurring in the pickup and measures 2, 4, 18, 

28, 30, and 32 should be a “surprise” and serve as pickup into the next phrase.  These should receive 

extra emphasis and accentuation.  Like many other etudes in the later section of the book, it should be 

played aggressively and with forward motion. 

Additional Areas of Focus: The little used term “vivacetto” is marked at the top of the page and means 

slighty/almost quick and lively.  One might interpret this as fast and forward moving, but slightly 

“mellow” with generally softer dynamic interpretations. 

Etude 20- 

Technical Considerations:  This etude is at an extremely fast speed.  The time signature is 3/4 and 

marked with the dotted half note equaling 88 bpm.  Despite this, the time signature shifts to 2/4 

frequently.  Therefore, the student must transition to a quarter note subdivision in the few bars 

preceding passages in 2/4.  The speed of the quarter note is maintained throughout the entire etude.   

Proper interpretation of the quintuplet is also essential, as it is used frequently in this etude. 

Stylistic Considerations:  Measure 77 to the end should be played in a rudimental style with heavy 

accents and lower volume double strokes on the sixteenth notes.  In passages with multiple odd 

rhythmic groupings, agogic stress may be used to help maintain pulse.  Aleo suggests that the terraced 

dynamics in phrases beginning at measure 14, and 67 brought out. 

Main Challenges:  Because of the fast speed and intricate passages, it is important that the performer 

stay relaxed throughout.   This etude should be prepared initially at slow tempos to reinforce 

interpretation of embellishments and odd rhythms. 
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Etude 21- “brushes” 

Technical Considerations:  This is first of the “extended technique etudes” featured in this book and 

incorporates brushes on the drum.  The student should establish their approach to the two different 

types of brush strokes used, a normal stroke, and a “swish” motion.  While the etude is not a concise 

jazz brush study, the student should achieve a steady, consistent sound by keeping their left hand brush 

in constant motion.  While the right hand holds a drum stick, passages on the rim should be close to the 

bead of the stick, and rimshots should strike the rim just below the shoulder.  The student must also 

choreograph the transition to and from the left hand brush in measures 18 and 58. 

Stylistic Considerations:  It is important make sure that the sound of the left hand brush is steady and 

uninterrupted in tied half note passages.  Pay careful attention also to balance, as there will be a 

tendency for the right hand to overbalance the left.  Because there is no indication otherwise, eighth 

notes should not be swung.  In measure 58, the “one hand buzz” should be interpreted an extended 

press buzz. 

Main Challenges: The main challenge of this etude is the manipulation of two different implements that 

create sound in different ways.  From a coordination standpoint, students without much drumset 

experience may find this concept difficult at first.  In passages with hand to hand independence, the 

student might think to isolate each hand to start then put them together later. 

Etude 22-“Concerto da pezzo” 

Technical Considerations:  There are many extended techniques used in this etude, including rim 

playing, crossing sticking, striking the drum on the side, and edge to center play.  The student should 

experiment and determine where on the stick/drum each of the sounds should be played to achieve the 

desired effect.  It is also critical that a consistent quality of sound be maintained when executing double 

strokes, especially on rim passages where its exceedingly more difficult to create a good quality of 

sound. 

Stylistic Considerations:  The allegro con fuoco marking suggests this etude be played with a high level 

of intensity.  In all of the passages where the playing area or part of the stick used to strike gradually 

changes, it is important that one also hear a gradual change in the sound.  These effects are both visual 

and auditory.   

Main Challenges: Choreography is of primary concern in this etude.  As much as the player knows 

what/where to play, how they move from striking area to striking area is of critical importance.  The 

student should practice moving between these areas and always strive to take the most efficient path 

possible.  
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Additional Areas of Focus: There are a wide variety of sounds and timbres used in this etude.  It is 

important that all of these sounds be quality sounds.  Just because a passage is played on the shell does 

not mean that sound should not have a the highest quality achievable! 

Etude 23-“unmetered” 

Technical Considerations:  Like etude 21, it is important to approach “swish” passages with a continuous 

motion.  Passages where rattan is “scraped” on the drum head should be fast enough to create a 

sustained sound.  The staccato markings in the brush parts on page 2 should simply be detached.  The 

technical approach to the stroke should not change. 

Stylistic Considerations:  The unmetered passages at the beginning should be very rubato and “breathe” 

a lot.  The accelerando figure should start extremely slow work to extremely fast.  I suggest taking as 

much time as you need to create the desired effect.  The last line of the first page begins metered 

material.  Though it is marked as quasi rubato, I find the contrast of playing this passage in a strict meter 

very effective.  Similar to etude 22, it is important that all the sounds created through extended 

technique or non-traditional implements still be high quality sounds. 

Main Challenges: The main challenge with this etude is interpreting the unmetered material and 

choreography.  Concerning unmetered passages, it is up to the student to determine how much space is 

placed in between gestures, as well as how fast they are taken.  As long as the interpretation has clear 

intent, it should be effective.  The choreography of switch mallets/sticks/brushes proves to be a 

challenge, but is placed in such a way that the player should have ample time to switch.  The transitions 

between implements should be part of the performance and should appear deliberate and flawless. 

Etude 24- “samba” 

Technical Considerations:  For passages played with fingers, the pad of the finger should “whip” onto 

the drum head to achieve a full sound.  The finger should not remain on the head, but should rebound 

back up like a snare drum stick.   

Stylistic Considerations:  The etude is in the style of a samba.  It should have a steady pulse and groove 

the entire time.  The performer should look and feel relaxed throughout in order to give the piece its 

proper character.  The “edge to center” passage in the opening phrase is drawn out.  It is important to 

gage this properly and not get the center too soon, as it will not create the desired effect.  Be sure that 

the improvisation at the end is not overly extreme and within the same character as the rest of the 

etude.   

Main Challenges: Maintaining the “samba’ feel may prove difficult for a player who is unfamiliar with 

samba.  It may be beneficial to reference other samba music before delving in very deep with this etude.  

Maintaining the groove is paramount in this exercise, and part of that is assuring that the rhythms of the 

right and left hand are in time and interlocking, and accents are being brought out. 
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Additional Areas of Focus: A detailed suggested setup guide is featured in the opening section of this 

book. 

Etude 25- “edge to center” 

Technical Considerations:  The primary technique explored and main challenge in this etude is moving 

the stick quickly from edge to center.  It is important that a fluid, efficient motion be used regardless of 

tempo.  Also, though it may feel unnatural, at forte volume, it is important that playing on the edge be 

done with a full stroke.   

Stylistic Considerations:  Similar to etudes 22 and 23, when there is a graduate change in beading area, 

it is critical that this change be seen and heard. 

Additional Areas of Focus: The initial marking on the page translates to “very fast with great 

distinction”.  This is obviously in reference to the dramatic changes in playing area as well as dynamics.  

It is important that the player clearly define what is “edge” and what is “center” and be consistent with 

their placement of the implement in these passages.   
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Appendix B 

Primary Emphasis of Individual Etudes: Portraits in Rhythm 

*Because of the extreme detail of the foreword to each etude in Portraits in Rhythm, this portion of the 

appendix is extremely concise, intended to be a “quick reference” about the primary objective of each 

etude. 

-Section 1: Introduction- 

Etude 1- General approach to dynamic interpretation 

Etude 2- General approach to tempo/phrasing: faster  

Etude 3- General Approach to tempo/phrasing: slower  

Etude 4- Combination of all five core concepts 

Etude 5- Rhythmic Control 

Etude 6- Phrasing/interpretation in rubato/very slow passages 

Etude 7- Rapid changes in dynamic 

Etude 8- Introduction to natural accents 

Etude 9- Compositional considerations: development of a theme  

Etude 10- 9/8 triplet subdivision, dotted 16
th

 to 32
nd

 note interpretation 

Etude 11- Combination of all five core concepts, extended crescendo/decrescendo 

Etude 12- Mixed Meter, superimposed rhythms  

Etude 13- Musical approach to form (multiple tempo/character changes) 

Etude 14-3/8 time, thematic development 

Etude 15- Roll interpretation, uncharacteristic use of 6/8 time (extremely slow) 

Etude 16- “Bolero” exercise 

Etude 17- Mixed meter w/ emphasis on 16th notes 

Etude 18- “Orpheus in the Underworld” exercise, “loud, fast, exciting” character 

Etude 19- Approach to “AB” form 
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Etude 20- Metric Modulations 

Etude 21- Phrasing mixed meters based on written beamings 

Etude 22- Superimposed Rhythms 

-Begin Section 2: Form- 

Etude 23- ABA form 

Etude 24- Sonatina Form 

Etude 25- Song and Trio 

Etude 26- Rondo 

Etude 27- Allemande 

Etude 28- Courante 

Etude 29-Sarabande 

Etude 30- Gigue 

Etude 31- Theme and Variations 

Etude 32- Sonata Allegro 

-Begin Section 3: Syncopation/Advanced Metric Changes- 

Etude 33- Introduction to syncopation 

Etude 34- Interchange between 3/8 and 2/8 time signatures/syncopation 

Etude 35- Subdivision of dense syncopation at slow tempos 

Etude 36- Use of hemiola/rhythm groupings across barlines 

Etude 37- Study based on Rimsky-Korsakov’s Capriccio Espagnol 

Etude 38- Study based on Rimsky-Korsakov’s Scheherazade  

Etude 39- Combination of quarter note, eighth note, and sixteenth note based time signatures 

Etude 40- Syncopation in 5/8 time 

Etude 41- Study in dotted eighth/sixteenth and triplet relationships 
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Etude 42- Comprehensive use of core musical concepts, 32nd note syncopation 

Etude 43- Syncopation in 9/8 time 

Etude 44- Combination of concepts from previous material section 3, syncopation in 3/8 time 

Etude 45- 16th note syncopation in rapidly changing 16th note based meters 

Etude 46- Study in abbreviated rhythmic spellings 

Etude 47- Rapidly changing odd meters (Circone claims this to be a great study for “counting” mixed, 

odd meter) 

Etude 48- Combination of core elements, syncopation of embellishments in 12/8 

Etude 49- Study in mixed meters with 8th note base 

Etude 50- “Grand Finale”, slowly increasing tempo throughout entire etude 
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Appendix C 

Combined List of Etudes Addressing Specific Concepts 

 

*Each category contains a selection of etudes from Advanced Etudes for Snare Drum and Portraits in 

Rhythm that focus extensively on the specific concept in question. There are twelve selected in each 

category, which potentially represent a full semester’s work (roughly 1 etude per week).  The purpose of 

this is to show how both texts could be used simultaneously to study a specific concept.  Etudes from 

Portraits in Rhythm were taken specifically from sections 1 or 3.  These by no means contain every etude 

that exhibits these concepts, but rather represent one particular way in which the texts could be 

combined to teach certain musical ideas. 

 

Skill Addressed Etudes for consideration in P.O.R. Etudes for consideration in 

A.E.F.S.D. 

Roll Studies 3, 6, 18, 22, 35, 37, 46 3, 6, 8, 10, 16, 17 

Dynamic Contrast 1, 4, 6, 14, 35, 44 2, 4, 7, 11, 15, 20 

Rhythmic Embellishment 1, 3, 5, 9, 14, 20, 35, 42 1, 7, 12, 18 

Metric Changes/Modulation 12, 16, 17, 21, 34, 40, 45, 47, 49 7, 9, 15 

Superimposed (tuplet) Rhythms 5, 12, 41, 46 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 13, 16, 20 

Syncopation 3, 4, 6, 11, 35, 42, 43 3, 4, 6, 10, 19 
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